Item Number: DD3100

RF Detector Device
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Product Overview:

Find wired or wireless cameras using this small detector device. Used by all levels of law enforcement, private investigators, or DIY user. DD3100 detects wireless audio and video devices with frequencies between 20MHz - 6GHz. On the back side of the detector, you will find a view finder using red LED laser lights that flash intermittently to detect any camera wired or wireless. If there is a hidden wired or wireless spy camera, even the size of a tiny pinhole, it will reflect light back to you and you can easily locate the hidden camera source.

Product Features:

- Quickly find hidden cameras
- Can be used as wireless audio bugs sweeper
- Extremely small pocket-sized and light weight detector
- 4 section light scale to show RF signal strength
- Vibration detection mode for complete discreet operation
• 20MHz to 6GHz wide scanning range
• Camera finder lens for wired or wireless cameras detection

Product Specs:

• Frequency Range 20MHz - 6GHz
• Camera Finder
• Low and High Sensitivity
• Vibration mode
• AAA battery powered

Product Includes:

• 3 AAA Battery
• Quick Guide